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I. Introduction
For the past years, scientific applications and simula-

tions show increasing demand for both memory speed and
capacity. The performance gap between compute units
and the memory subsystem continues to spread which
led to redesigns and the emergence of new technologies.
Recent architectures already comprise, next to classical
DRAM, portions of High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) that
has less capacity than DRAM and is solving only one of the
requirements. The newly introduced Non-Volatile Memory
(NVM) shows performance closer to DRAM, while provid-
ing terabytes of capacity, consuming less power and having
a better price per byte ratio.

Currently, applications have to be heavily modified
to use heterogeneous memory, often relying on vendor-
specific APIs and software. Expecting that more and more
machines in HPC will incorporate heterogeneous memory,
there is a need for a portable, vendor-neutral solution to
expose available kinds of memory and allocate data on
those at runtime. Tools like memkind [1] or hwloc [2]
already provide an API to identify memory (e.g., high
bandwidth, large capacity) and allocate data on it.

More questions arise that are not trivial to answer.
As memory with high bandwidth is limited in capacity,
how to decide which data items to put in which kind of
memory? And is it reasonable to consider such allocations
optimal for the whole application duration? Further, how
can we collect knowledge about data items and make that
available for decision making?

In project H2M (Heuristics for Heterogeneous Mem-
ory), we address these questions and challenges with the
following approach. We review and extend methodologies
to expose memory and associated memory characteristics.
We present a runtime system that enables programmers
to express hints about data and how to translate hints
into memory placement decisions. Finally, we have been
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studying ways to identify memory access characteristics
for data items both at compile- and at run-time.
II. Exposing Environment and Characteristics
In a first step, we evolved the way memory tiers and

their characteristics are exposed in hwloc to benefit from
the additional information contained in ACPI tables. Al-
though that information is useful, it might only include
scalar values for e.g. achievable memory bandwidth and
latency of a particular kind of memory. Further, HPC
systems usually comprise several sockets with several
cores. Consequently, the values might change for parallel
applications running multiple threads and NUMA effects
can have a strong impact on performance.

We analyzed the latency and achievable memory band-
width on a dual-socket Intel Xeon Gold 6338 (Ice Lake)
machine with classical DRAM as well as Optane DC
Persistent Memory (NVM). There are clear differences
in performance and scaling behavior depending on the
memory kind and whether it is accessed from the local
or remote socket. Moreover, results reveal how latency
is changing when several threads access the memory and
when part of the available memory bandwidth is saturated.
To sustain satisfying performance, these aspects need to
be taken into account later in the decision making process
where to place data and when to move data items between
memory kinds.

III. Support for Heterogeneous Memory
Another challenge is that data items in applications

might exhibit different accesses characteristics which ad-
ditionally affect the performance. Characteristics include
e.g. the frequency of accesses, whether the item is mostly
read or written, whether it is accessed from multiple
threads, and the access pattern (linear, strided, random).
As memory with the highest bandwidth and lowest latency
is limited in size, these insights can be useful to select the
right kind of memory for a particular data item.

Several questions arise. How can a programmer express
requirements/hints (also called traits) for data items and
how can these traits be exploited for decision making?
Further, what happens when access patterns change (e.g.,
several phases) during run-time? Finally, is it possible to
identify access characteristics and generate trait recom-
mendations for items?
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A. Runtime and Allocation Abstraction
Our approach is based on abstracting the

memory allocation to allow programmers to specify
traits regarding how data is used throughout
the application run. It also features methods to
update traits for existing data items. An example
for such an abstraction is illustrated in Listing 1.
int err; double * data_it ; size_t N; // size of data item
// specify allocation traits ( requirements and hints )
alloc_trait_t traits [5] = {

atk_access_mode , atv_access_mode_readwrite ,
atk_access_freq , 2000 , /* e.g. accesses per sec */
atk_access_origin , atv_access_origin_single_thread ,
atk_access_pattern , atv_access_pattern_strided ,
atk_access_stride , 4 /* in bytes */ };

// allocate data item according to traits specified
data_it = ( double *) alloc_w_traits (N, &err , 5, traits );
// or if situation changes -> update traits for items
err = update_traits (data_it , N, 5, traits );
// trigger data migration to respect new hints
err = apply_migration ();

Listing 1: Allocation abstraction (shortened names). Code
under development but will be available on GitHub soon

A runtime system then takes care of data allocation or
movement by applying desired heuristics/strategies that
deliver suitable memory locations for data items. Our
runtime provides not only basic default strategies but also
an interface to customize strategies and decision making.

B. Memory Access Analysis and Profiling
There are several ways to retrieve information about

memory access characteristics. We are currently investi-
gating three directions to gather knowledge in order to
recommend allocation traits for data items:
Static Analysis: To a certain extent compilers can detect
access patterns or structures in code during compilation.
Sampling: Similar to related works [3] we investigate
whether a sampling approach can provide sufficient insight
to form recommendations. We build on NumaMMA [4]
and Precise Event Based Sampling (PEBS).
Compiler Instrumentation: Relying on the LLVM in-
frastructure and Sanitizer interfaces we track allocations
via interception and memory accesses via compiler in-
strumentation. Despite higher overheads, it can provide
detailed insight about memory accesses.

Based on recorded and static data we are able to
generate trait recommendations for data items that can
be injected into the runtime system.

IV. Preliminary Results
We conducted first experiments with a synthetic

DGEMM benchmark that allows creating controlled sce-
narios to investigate the trade-off between costs for moving
data to faster memory (or vice versa) at run-time and
the performance benefits of higher bandwidth and lower
latency. The benchmark consists of multiple phases. Each
phase is responsible for solving a configurable number of
memory-bound (non-blocked), naive DGEMM operations.
Before each phase, traits for data buffers of the last
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Figure 1: Performance comparison for a synthetic bench-
mark with multiple naive, memory-bound (non-blocked)
DGEMM phases.

and upcoming phase are updated and data migration is
triggered. Additionally, we compare against versions where
all data stays in NVM (worst-case) or DRAM (best-case).

Despite current overhead for data movement, we demon-
strate that our solution is able to beat the NVM baseline
in most cases and gets close to DRAM-only performance
as shown in Fig. 1.

V. Conclusion
In this work, we present H2M, a library for managing

data placement and movement on heterogeneous memory
systems. We demonstrate how allocation abstraction pro-
vides hints to the runtime system that can be exploited
by strategies to determine suitable memory locations for
data items. We discuss how static analysis and profiling
techniques help to understand data access characteristics
and to recommend allocation traits.

In our future work, we will develop performance models
and heuristics based on the collected information to decide
where and how to place data. Further, we investigate
software prefetching mechanisms to overlap data move-
ment between memory kinds with useful work. Finally,
we will conduct an extensive evaluation with various
benchmarks and applications on platforms such as KNL
(HBM+DRAM) and Intel Optane (DRAM+NVM).
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